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Synthesizing realistic animations of humans, animals, and even imaginary
creatures has long been a goal for artists and computer graphics profession-
als. Compared to the imaging domain, which is rich with large available
datasets, the number of data instances for the motion domain is limited,
particularly for the animation of animals and exotic creatures (e.g., dragons),
which have unique skeletons and motion patterns. In this work, we present
a Single Motion Diffusion Model, dubbed SinMDM, a model designed to
learn the internal motifs of a single motion sequence with arbitrary topology
and synthesize motions of arbitrary length that are faithful to them. We
harness the power of diffusion models and present a denoising network
designed specifically for the task of learning from a single input motion. Our
transformer-based architecture avoids overfitting by using local attention
layers that narrow the receptive field, and encourages motion diversity by
using relative positional embedding. SinMDM can be applied in a variety of
contexts, including spatial and temporal in-betweening, motion expansion,
style transfer, and crowd animation. Our results show that SinMDM outper-
forms existing methods both in quality and time-space efficiency. Moreover,
while current approaches require additional training for different applica-
tions, our work facilitates these applications at inference time. Our code and
trained models are available at https://sinmdm.github.io/SinMDM-page.

1 INTRODUCTION
Motion modeling of 3D characters has been a long-pursued task.
Motion is challenging as it is a four-dimensional entity, with numer-
ous degrees of freedom, and at the same time, humans are highly
susceptible to the natural behavior and correctness of motion. Tradi-
tionally, motion sequences have been manually modeled by experts,
which is a time-consuming and costly process. In recent years, neu-
ral models have offered faster and less expensive tools for modeling
motion [Holden et al. 2016; Petrovich et al. 2022; Raab et al. 2022].
In particular, the very recent adaptation of diffusion models into
the motion domain provides unprecedented results in both quality
and diversity [Kim et al. 2022; Tevet et al. 2022b].
These data-driven methods typically require large amounts of

data for training. However, motion data is quite scarce and, more-
over, for a non-human skeleton, it is barely existent. The few avail-
able datasets contain humanoids only, whose topology and bone
ratio are fixed. Animators often customize a skeleton per charac-
ter (human, animal, or magical creature), for which common data-
driven techniques are irrelevant.

In this work, we present a Single Motion Diffusion Model, dubbed
SinMDM, that trains on a single motion input sequence. Our model
enablesmodelingmotions of arbitrary skeletal topology, which often
have no more than one animation sequence to learn from. SinMDM
can synthesize a variety of variable-length motion sequences that
retain the core motion elements of the input and can handle complex
and non-trivial skeletons. For example, our model can generate a
diverse clan based on one flying dragon or one hopping ostrich.

Learning from a single instance has been explored for the imaging
domain [Shaham et al. 2019; Shocher et al. 2019] and for the motion
domain [Li et al. 2022], using the GAN architecture [Goodfellow
et al. 2014]. Indeed until recently, GANs have been the dominant
approach for generative models. We find diffusion models [Ho et al.

Fig. 1. SinMDM learns the internal motion motifs from a single motion
sequence with arbitrary topology and synthesizes motions that are faithful
to the core learned motifs of the input sequence. Top: a girl exercising while
walking. Bottom: a breakdancing dragon. Left to right: breakdance uprock,
breakdance freeze, and breakdance flair.

2020] more suitable for single input learning, as the descriptive
ability attained by gradual denoising yields a light-weight model
that, compared to prior art, is simpler in architecture and more
efficient in terms of the number of parameters and training time.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that diffusion models can be used
with limited data, contrary to their reputation for requiring large
amounts.

Most motion diffusionmodels utilize transformers. However, com-
mon vanilla transformers are not suitable for learning a single se-
quence, as their receptive field encompasses the entire motion. To
learn local motion sequences, the receptive field must be small
enough, analogously to the use of patch-based discriminators [Isola
et al. 2017; Li and Wand 2016] in GAN-based techniques. The use of
a narrow receptive field promotes diversity and reduces overfitting.
In our work, we design and examine two core networks with a

temporally narrow receptive field (Fig. 2a) to denoise the motion
signal. The first, 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 , is a QnA-based transformer [Arar et al. 2022]
designed with a small receptive field, and the second, 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 , is a
degenerated UNet consisting of a sequence of single-level convolu-
tional layers with skip connections. We analyze and compare their
performance with Ganimator [2022], a GAN-based single motion
method, and show that the configuration of 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 performs generally
better than the other two alternatives: First, it is much faster and
consumes less memory. Additionally, it facilitates various applica-
tions at inference time and does not require special training for

https://sinmdm.github.io/SinMDM-page
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specific tasks. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, it demonstrates
higher-quality results.

We present many use cases of SinMDM, all of which are applied
at inference time. One application we present is motion composi-
tion, where a given motion sequence is composed jointly with a
synthesized one, either temporally or spatially. Special cases of
motion composition include in-betweening and motion expansion.
Another application we present is harmonization, along with its
special case, style transfer. Here, a reference motion is changed such
that it matches the learned motion motifs. Additional applications
that we present are long sequence generation and crowd animation.
Finally, we suggest two comprehensive benchmarks for single-

motion evaluation. The first is built upon the artistically crafted
MIXAMO [2021] dataset, utilizing metrics that do not require an
additional feature-extracting model. The second is based on the
HumanML3D [2022] dataset and enables metrics that use latent
features, such as single-FID. In Sec. 5 we show that our model
outperforms current works on both benchmarks.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Single-Instance Learning
The goal of single-instance generation is to learn an unconditional
generative model from a single instance and generate diverse sam-
ples with similar content by capturing the internal statistics of
patches. The type of instance depends on the input domain. Most
single-instance learning research has been focused on the domain
of imaging. The first works on this topic are SinGAN [Shaham et al.
2019] and InGAN [Shocher et al. 2019]. SinGAN uses a patch-based
discriminator [Isola et al. 2017; Li and Wand 2016] and an image
pyramid to generate diverse results hierarchically. InGAN [Shocher
et al. 2019], uses a conditional GAN to solve the same problem using
geometry transformation. More recent approaches include ExSin-
GAN [Zhang et al. 2021b], which trains multiple modular GANs
to model the distribution of structure, semantics, and texture, and
ConSinGAN [Hinz et al. 2021], trains several stages sequentially
and improves SinGAN. Many works in the imaging domain follow
and improve the aforementioned pioneering works [Asano et al.
2020; Chen et al. 2021; Granot et al. 2022; Lin et al. 2020; Sun and
Liu 2020; Sushko et al. 2021; Yoo and Chen 2021; Zhang et al. 2022b;
Zheng et al. 2021].
Several works have been introduced in other domains, such as

for the shapes domain [Son et al. 2022] and for the 3D scenes do-
main [Son et al. 2022]. In the motion domain, the only work that
learns a single motion is Ganimator [Li et al. 2022]. Ganimator fol-
lows SinGAN, hence it uses a GAN architecture, with a patch-based
discriminator and a temporal pyramid.
The vast majority of single-instance learning works use a GAN

architecture [Goodfellow et al. 2014]. Until recently, GANs have
been the dominant approach for generative models. However, we
are currently seeing a trend towards using diffusion models [Ho
et al. 2020; Song et al. 2020a] as an alternative to GANs.

A number of concurrent works in the imaging domain use diffu-
sion models to learn from single images. Like our 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 , Wang et al.
[2022] and Nikankin et al. [2022] drop the image pyramid structure
and use a UNet with a limited depth. A different work [Kulikov et al.

2022] constructs a multi-scale diffusion process from down-sampled
versions of the training image, as well as their blurry versions.

Ganimator [Li et al. 2022] is our immediate comparison reference,
as it is the only single-motion learning work. Section 5 and our
supplementary video show that SinMDM outperforms it quanti-
tatively and qualitatively. In addition, Ganimator uses a complex
architecture that combines a temporal hierarchy of motions with
a skeletal hierarchy of joints. Our model uses neither hierarchies,
which makes it simple to implement while achieving better results.

2.2 Diffusion Models
Diffusion models use a stochastic diffusion process, as modeled
in thermodynamics [Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015; Song and Ermon
2020], to generate samples from a data distribution. These models
are adapted for image generative applications. Dhariwal and Nichol
[2021] introduce the concept of classifier-guided diffusion for condi-
tional generation, which is later adapted in the GLIDE [Nichol et al.
2022] model. Ho and Salimans [2022] propose the Classifier-Free
Guidance approach, which can trade-off between fidelity and diver-
sity in the generated samples. This approach has been demonstrated
to achieve better results compared to other methods, as shown by
Nichol et al. [2022].

Local editing of images may be viewed as an inpainting problem,
in which a portion of the image is held constant while the model
denoises the remaining part [Saharia et al. 2022; Song et al. 2020b].
In our work, we adapt this technique for motion composition of
specific body parts or temporal intervals.

In the motion domain, several very recent works [Kim et al. 2022;
Tevet et al. 2022b; Zhang et al. 2022a] introduce diffusion-based
synthesis, where the most prominent one is MDM [Tevet et al.
2022b]. MDM utilizes a lightweight network that can be trained
on a single mid-range GPU and uses a transformer rather than
the common UNet, and predicts motion rather than noise. Like
MDM, SinMDM presents a lightweight architecture and predicts
motion rather than noise. Unlike MDM, our work uses a QnA-based
transformer, as the receptive field of a vanilla transformer is the full
motion, inducing over-fitting.

2.3 Motion Synthesis Models
In recent years, we witness prosperity in the domain of motion
synthesis using neural networks [Holden et al. 2016, 2015]. Most
of these models focus on specific motion-related tasks, conditioned
on some limiting factors, which can be high-level guidance such
as action [Cervantes et al. 2022; Guo et al. 2020; Petrovich et al.
2021; Tevet et al. 2022b] or text [Ahuja and Morency 2019; Bhat-
tacharya et al. 2021; Guo et al. 2022; Petrovich et al. 2022; Tevet et al.
2022a,b; Zhang et al. 2021c], can be parts of a motion such as motion
prefix [Aksan et al. 2019; Barsoum et al. 2018; Habibie et al. 2017;
Hernandez et al. 2019; Yuan and Kitani 2020; Zhang et al. 2021a]
or in-betweening [Duan et al. 2021; Harvey and Pal 2018; Harvey
et al. 2020; Kaufmann et al. 2020], motion retargeting or style trans-
fer [Aberman et al. 2020a,b, 2019; Holden et al. 2017; Villegas et al.
2018], and even music [Aristidou et al. 2022; Lee et al. 2018; Li et al.
2021; Sun et al. 2020]. Fewer models are fully unconditioned [Holden
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et al. 2016; Raab et al. 2022; Starke et al. 2022] and they learn the
motion manifold from the input data in an unsupervised manner.
The architecture of motion synthesis models can be roughly di-

vided into autoregressive [Fragkiadaki et al. 2015; Ghorbani et al.
2020; Guo et al. 2020; Habibie et al. 2017; Jang and Lee 2020; Ma-
heshwari et al. 2022; Petrovich et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2018], GAN-
based [Degardin et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2020; Yan et al. 2019; Yu et al.
2020], and more recently, diffusion-based [Kim et al. 2022; Tevet
et al. 2022b; Zhang et al. 2022a]. Our work belongs to the latter
category.

3 PRELIMINARY
In this work, we present SinMDM, a novel framework that learns
the internal motion motifs of a single motion of arbitrary topology,
and generates a variety of synthesized motions that retain the core
motion elements of the input sequence.

At the crux of our approach lays a denoising diffusion probabilis-
tic model (DDPM) [Ho et al. 2020]. We consider diffusion models
to be more appropriate for single input learning compared to pre-
vious methods, and suggest a light-weight model, efficient in time
and space and simple in architecture. This is achieved through the
gradual denoising process, which enhances the model’s descriptive
capability. Our generative network is a transformer whose attention
layers are replaced by the recently introduced QnA layers [Arar
et al. 2022]. In addition, we examine an alternate architecture based
on the commonly used UNet, adjusted and degenerated such that it
can train on a single input.

In this section, we briefly recap DDPM. Then, in the following sec-
tion, we describe our method and focus on the unique architecture
that serves our goals. Next, we detail the experiments conducted to
validate our approach (Sec. 5), describe various applications enabled
by SinMDM (Sec. 6), and summarise with conclusions (Sec. 7). The
readers are encouraged to watch the supplementary video in order
to get a full impression of our results.

3.1 Denoising Diffusion probabilistic Models (DDPM)
DDPMs [2020] have become the de-facto leading generative net-
works technique. They are mainly dominant in the imaging domain
[Dhariwal andNichol 2021], and just recently pioneeringworks have
successfully applied this approach in the motion domain [Tevet et al.
2022b; Zhang et al. 2022a]. Denoising networks learn to convert un-
structured noise to samples from a given distribution, by performing
an iterative process of removing small amounts of Gaussian noise
at each step.

Given an input motion sequence 𝑥0, we apply a Markov noising
process of 𝑇 steps, {𝑥𝑡 }𝑇𝑡=0, such that

𝑞(𝑥𝑡 |𝑥𝑡−1) = N(
√
𝛼𝑡𝑥𝑡−1, (1 − 𝛼𝑡 )𝐼 ), (1)

where 𝛼𝑡 ∈ (0, 1) are constant hyper-parameters. When 𝛼𝑡 is small
enough, we can approximate 𝑥𝑇 ∼ N(0, 𝐼 ).
We apply unconditional motion synthesis that models 𝑥0 as the

reversed diffusion process of gradually cleaning 𝑥𝑇 , using a gen-
erative network 𝑝\ . Following Tevet et al. [2022b] we choose to
predict the input motion, denoted 𝑥0 [Ramesh et al. 2022] rather

than predicting 𝜖𝑡 , hence

𝑥0 = 𝑝\ (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑡). (2)

We apply the widespread diffusion loss, via

Lsimple = E𝑡∼[1,𝑇 ] ∥𝑥0 − 𝑝\ (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑡)∥22 . (3)
Synthesis at inference time is applied through a series of iterations,

starting with pure noise 𝑥𝑇 . In each iteration, a clean version of the
current sample 𝑥𝑡 is predicted using a generator 𝑝\ . This predicted
clean sample 𝑥0 is then "re-noised" to create the next sample 𝑥𝑡−1,
with the process being repeated until 𝑡 = 0 is reached.

4 GENERATIVE NETWORK
Our goal is to construct a model that can generate a variety of
synthesized motions that retain the core motion motifs of a single
learned input sequence. More formally, we would like to construct
the generative network 𝑝\ in Eq. 2, that synthesizes a motion 𝑥0
from a noised motion 𝑥𝑡 . We study two alternative architectures
of 𝑝\ , a QnA-based transformer dubbed 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 , and a degenerated
UNet dubbed 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 . The former is our preferred architecture, which
outperforms the latter. The alternative architecture is studied mainly
for ablation, and despite its simplicity, it outperforms current state-
of-the-art in many aspects. In the rest of this work, unless otherwise
specified, descriptions apply to both of these architectures. Our
architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.
While traditional single-instance techniques use a pyramid of

down-sampled instances (images or motions) and learn in a coarse-
to-fine fashion, ourmodel introduces a simplified architecture, where
the size of the motion (number of joints and number of frames) is
fixed throughout the entire training process.

𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 – QnA-based Transformer. We are interested in using a trans-
former architecture, as it outperforms the common UNet in motion
diffusion models [Tevet et al. 2022b]. However, we have found that
standard transformers are not as effective for learning from a single
sequence because they employ global attention layers, resulting in
a receptive field that encompasses the entire sequence, which can
cause overfitting. A possible solution would be using local atten-
tion in non-overlapping windows, like in ViT [Dosovitskiy et al.
2021]. Nonetheless, non-interleaving windows tend to limits the
cross-window interaction, hurting the model’s performance. Our
solution is to use QnA [Arar et al. 2022], a state-of-the-art shift-
invariant local attention layer, that aggregates the input locally in an
overlapping manner, much like convolutions, but with the expres-
sive power of attention. The key idea behind QnA is to introduce
learned queries, shared by all windows, allowing fast and efficient
implementation. In particular, QnA enables local attention with a
temporally narrow receptive field. Our QnA-based transformer is
the first to be used in the motion domain, and is depicted in Fig. 2b,
where global attention layers of a vanilla transformer are replaced
by QnA layers.

When learning a single motion, using a narrow receptive field can
help prevent overfitting, but induces small networks with limited
expressiveness. We address this challenge with stochastic depth reg-
ularization [Huang et al. 2016], a training procedure where for each
sample, a subset of layers is randomly dropped and bypassed by the
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(c) 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 - UNet-based.

Fig. 2. To allow training on a single motion, our denoising network is de-
signed such that its overall receptive field covers only a portion of the
input sequence. This effectively allows the network to simultaneously learn
from multiple local temporal motion segments, as shown in (a). We con-
sider two alternative architectures to learn from single motion: (b) 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 , a
transformer-based approach, and (c) 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 , a convolutional-based approach,
utilizing a simplified version of the UNet architecture.

identity function. Effectively this regularization induces stochastic-
ity in the receptive field size.
An important aspect of the technical design involves the use of

positional embedding (PE). The traditional use of global PEs can
restrict the variety of the output by enforcing the preservation of sub-
motion order. To promote more diversity and permit rearrangement
of motion components, we employ relative PEs instead [Press et al.
2021; Su et al. 2021]. This way, sub-motions attain a natural internal
order while also allowing greater flexibility in their sequencing.

𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 – Degenerated UNet. We further examine the UNet [Nichol
et al. 2022] architecture as an alternative to QnA-based transformers,
as it is frequently used by diffusion models in the imaging domain.
When training it on a single input, a strong overfit occurs, induced
by the large receptive field. We mitigate this issue by (a) decreasing
the depth of the UNet, and (b) removing the attention layers within
it, as global attention is aware of the full motion sequence.
In Sec. 5, we confirm this architectural change to be correct, by

showing that the quantitative scores get better when reducing the
depth of the UNet. In our experiments, we examine different levels
of depth and conclude that the UNet with only one level of depth
performs the best. Networks deeper than that tend to synthesize
motions too similar to the input one. As a result, the preferred net-
work is merely a sequence of convolutions with residuals and time
embedding, hence we call it a degenerated UNet. See Fig. 2c. Despite

its simple architecture, motions synthesized by the degenerated
UNet are of higher quality compared to the current work Ganimator
[2022] (see our video), and of better quantitative results.

AlthoughUNet’s attainedmetric scores are slightly better than the
ones obtained by a QnA-based transformer, it requires significantly
more training iterations to reach those scores, and more importantly,
the qualitative results of QnA-based architecture look better, as
shown in Fig. 3 and in our video.
Another issue with using a UNet is that margin padding (i.e.,

temporal beginning and end) of the motion causes the beginning
and the end of the synthesized motion to be too similar to the input
motion as well as to each other, aligning with the findings of Xu
et al. [2021]. Using non-zero padding techniques (e.g., replications,
reflections) does not solve the problem as the network can identify
replicated/reflected features as well. The QnA-based transformer is
free of this issue, thus it synthesizes diverse beginnings and ends.

4.1 Motion representation
A motion sequence is represented by its dynamic and static features,
D and S, respectively. The former differ at each temporal frame (e.g.,
joint rotation angles), while the latter are temporally fixed (e.g. bone
lengths, skeletal topology). D and S can be combined into global 3D
pose sequences using forward kinematics (FK).
In our research, we focus on synthesizing the dynamic features,

leaving the static features intact. That is, we predict dynamics (ro-
tation angles over time) for a fixed skeleton topology with fixed
bone lengths. For simplicity, we use the term motion synthesis for
the generation of dynamic features only.

Let 𝑁 denote the number of frames in a motion sequence, and 𝐹

denote the length of the features of all joints together in a single
frame. Note that while 𝑇 denotes the number of diffusion steps, 𝑁
denotes the number of temporal frames in a motion. We represent
the dynamic features of a motion by a tensor D ∈ R𝑁×𝐹 . Naturally,
the convolution for this representation is 1D, convolving on the
temporal dimension (of size 𝑁 ) and holding 𝐹 features.
Let 𝐽 denote the number of skeletal joints, and let 𝑄 denote the

number of rotational features, where rotational features may be
Euler angles, quaternions, 6D rotations, etc.
When using the HumanML3D [Guo et al. 2022] dataset, we ad-

here to its representation, which is a concatenation of root joint
velocity and height, and joints velocity, location and rotation, and
foot contact labels. When using data from other datasets, we adhere
to the representation used by Ganimator [2022], so we can conduct
a fair comparison with their results. Their representation consists of
a 3D root location, a rotation angle for each joint, and foot contact
labels. Altogether, for a general representation 𝐷 ∈ R𝑁×𝐹 we got
in this case 𝐹 = 3 + 𝐽𝑄 +𝐶 , where𝐶 is the number of joints that are
prone to contact the ground, as elaborated below.

The rotations in both representations are defined in the coordinate
frame of their parent in the kinematic chain, and are represented by
the 6D rotation features (𝑄 = 6) Zhou et al. [2019], which yields the
best result in many works [Petrovich et al. 2021; Qin et al. 2022].

A growing number of works use foot contact labels [Gordon et al.
2022; Raab et al. 2022] to mitigate common foot sliding artifacts.
Let C denote the set of joints that contact the ground in the subject
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whose motion is being learned, and let 𝐶 = |C|. Foot contact labels
are usually represented by L ∈ {0, 1}𝑁×𝐶 . Clearly, a human, a spider,
and a snake possess different 𝐶 values.

When a dataset provides foot contact label information [Guo et al.
2022], we use it as is. When a dataset does not provide them, we
calculate it as done by Li et al. [2022], via

∀𝑗 ∈ C, 𝑛 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ] : L𝑛𝑗 = 1[∥Δ𝑛FK( [D, S])𝑛𝑗 ∥2 < 𝜖], (4)

where Δ𝑛FK( [D, S])𝑛𝑗 denotes the velocity of joint 𝑗 in frame 𝑛
retrieved by a forward kinematics operator, and 1[·] is an indicator
function.

5 EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments are held on motion capture data from the Mix-
amo [2021], HumanML3D [2022], and Truebones Zoo [2022] datasets,
and on an artist-created animation, using an NVIDIA GeForce RTX
2080 Ti GPU.

5.1 Benchmarks.
We test our framework on two benchmarks. One consists of data
from the HumanML3D dataset, and the other from the Mixamo
dataset. These two datasets are different in many aspects. The data
in HumanML3D fits the SMPL [Loper et al. 2015] topology, and
its users normally use SMPL’s mean body definition. In contrast,
Mixamo provides 70 characters, each possessing their unique bone
lengths and some possessing unique topologies. In addition, the
motions in the Mixamo dataset are more diverse and more dynamic.

5.2 Metrics
For each benchmark, we use a different set of metrics. For the Mix-
amo benchmark, we use the metrics introduced in Ganimator [Li
et al. 2022]. Our motivation for using these metrics is that Ganima-
tor is the only current work that synthesizes motion from a single
input, hence we are interested in comparing with it. However, these
metrics are based on the values of motion features (e.g., rotation
values) while the usage of deep features is the current best practice
[Zhang et al. 2018]. HumanML3D offers capabilities for calculating
deep features, so we use it to evaluate metrics that depend on them.

Note that attaining a good score on some metrics, but a bad score
on others, is not enough: High inter diversity with low coverage
(or high SiFID [Shaham et al. 2019]) indicates that the synthesized
motions diverge from the input one, and high coverage (low SiFID)
with low inter diversity indicates overfit. The ideal outcome would
be to achieve a combination of good values for all metrics.

Metrics on the Mixamo benchmark. We use the Mixamo dataset to
compare SinMDM and Ganimator. We use the metrics suggested by
them, and add several of our own. This group of metrics is applied
on the motion itself, and not on deep features.

The metrics in Ganimator consist of (a) coverage, which is the rate
of temporal windows in the input motion 𝑥0 that are reproduced
by the synthesized one, (b) global diversity, measuring the distance
between 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑥0) and 𝑥0, where 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑠 (·) is a tessellation that mini-
mizes the L2 distance to the input sequence, and (c) local diversity,

Table 1. Results on the Mixamo benchmark, comparing current work Gan-
imator with 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 and 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 . Our models lead in all metrics but one. The
best results are in bold. The intra-diversity GT value is in the header.
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Ganimator 94.3 1.24 1.17 0.09 0.64 21.7 60 (15×4) 0.36 6.00

Ours (𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎)
Deep +
Sto. Depth 94.2 0.96 0.66 0.14 0.77 5.14 20 0.110 0.61

Ours (𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 )
1 Level 98.4 1.38 0.99 0.11 0.67 4.67 100 0.063 1.75

which is the average distance between windows in the synthesized
motion 𝑥0 and their nearest neighbors in the input one.
The aforementioned metrics are measured relative to the input

motion sequence. We add two metrics that are not related to the
input motion, (d) inter diversity, the diversity between synthesized
motions, and (e) intra diversity, which is the diversity between sub-
windows internal to a motion.

In addition, we measure time-space efficiency values: (f) the num-
ber of network parameters, (g) the number of required iterations,
(h) the time required for each iteration, and (d) the total running
time, which is a multiplication of the last two.
For metrics (a)-(d), a higher score is better. In metric (e), inter

diversity, the goal is to be as close as possible to the internal diversity
of the input motion. For metrics (f)-(h), a lower score is better.

Metrics on the HumanML3D benchmark. We use this benchmark
to measure metrics that are applied on deep features, obtained with
a motion encoder by Guo et al. [2022]. The computed metrics are (a)
SiFID [Shaham et al. 2019], whichmeasures the distance between the
distribution of sub-windows in the learnedmotion and a synthesized
one, (b) inter diversity, which is the LPIPS distance [Zhang et al. 2018]
between various motions synthesized out of one input, and (c) intra
diversity, which is the LPIPS distance between sub-windows in one
synthesized motion.
For metric (a) lower is better, for metric (b) higher is better, and

for the latter one, the goal is to be as close as possible to the intra
diversity of the learned motion.

5.3 Quantitative Results
In table 1 we compare our QnA-based transformer model 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 , as
well as our UNet-based architecture 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 , with Ganimator. The
table shows that SinMDM outperforms Ganimator in all metrics
except one. Note that although 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 and 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 are quantitatively
comparable, 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 is qualitatively better, as shown in our supplemen-
tary video.

All the metrics are computed separately on each benchmark mo-
tion and then averaged. The metrics that measure time were com-
puted on benchmark motion number 9 only.
The authors of Ganimator published a quantitative comparison

on one motion, namely the Gangnam-style dancing sequence. We
align with their study and measure our results on this motion as
well, as shown in Tab. 2. In this table we use Ganimator’s metrics to
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Table 2. Results on the Gangnam-style motion, comparing existing tech-
niques with ours. We mark the table leaders for the bottom half only, as
MotionTexture and acRNN often achieve good scores on some metrics and
poor scores on others, indicating either overfit or divergence. On the lower
half, where all models attain high scores in all metrics, our models lead
the table. The best results are in bold, and second best are underlined. The
results for other works were originally reported by Ganimator.

Coverage ↑ Global Diversity ↑ Local Diversity ↑
MotionTexture [2002] 84.6 1.03 1.04
MotionTexture (Single) 100 0.21 0.33
acRNN [2018] 11.6 5.63 6.69

Ganimator [2022] 97.2 1.29 1.19
Ours (𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎) 97.7 1.38 0.94
Ours (𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 ) 98.0 1.55 1.20

Table 3. Results on the HumanML3D benchmark, comparing current work
MDM with our best 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 and 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 versions. MDM attains high SiFID
and intra diversity scores, but a low inter diversity score, which indicate
of overfit. Our models attain high (but not highest) scores in all metrics,
demonstrating that a balance of high scores across all metrics is more crucial
than excelling in only a select few.

SiFID ↓ Inter Div. ↑ Intra Div.→ 4.52

MDM 0.01 0.0 4.50

Ours (𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎)
Deep + Sto. Depth 6.68 1.84 3.80

Ours (𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 )
1 level 1.88 0.68 4.35

compare with two other, non-single motion works, MotionTexture
[Li et al. 2002] and acRNN [Zhou et al. 2018]. Note that also for this
specific motion, our results lead the table.
To evaluate our model’s performance against another motion

diffusion model, we compare it with MDM [Tevet et al. 2022b].
The comparison is conducted on the HumanML3D dataset with
metrics based on deep features. The results are shown in Tab. 3. As
mentioned above, attaining a high score in one metric only, indicates
either overfit or divergence from the input motion. Indeed, MDM
yields complete overfit, thus its SiFID and intra diversity scores
are perfect (indicating similarity to the input motion), but its inter
diversity scores are low. The overfit of MDM is caused by the global
attention it uses.

5.4 Qualitative results
Our supplementary video reflects the quality of our results in the
best way. It presents multiple synthesized motions, as well a com-
parison between Ganimator’s results to ours, and between 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎
and 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 . In addition, Fig. 3 depicts the differences between our
two architectures and Ganimator. The figure shows that 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 is
faithful to the motifs of the input motion, while 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 tends to be
less dynamic, and Ganimator becomes motionless at a certain point.

5.5 Ablation
We examine several architectural variations for each of our stud-
ied architectures, 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 and 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 . Each variation is tested on both
benchmarks (Mixamo and HumanML3D). For 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 , our proposed

Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison, based on the motion punch to elbow from
the Mixamo dataset.

Table 4. Ablation results on both benchmarks, comparing architectural
variations. The best results are in blue and green for the 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 and 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡

networks, respectively. The intra-diversity GT value is in the header.
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Shallow 93.0 0.95 0.65 0.13 0.74 2.83 20 0.065 0.36
Deep 92.3 0.71 0.52 0.13 0.76 5.14 20 0.110 0.61
+ Sto. Depth 94.2 0.96 0.66 0.14 0.77 5.14 20 0.110 0.61

𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡
1 level 98.4 1.38 0.99 0.11 0.67 4.67 100 0.063 1.75
2 levels 99.7 1.05 0.75 0.11 0.67 14.64 100 0.159 4.42
3 levels 100.0 1.01 0.70 0.09 0.70 36.36 100 0.280 7.78

(b) HumanML3D benchmark

SiFID ↓ Inter Div. ↑ Intra Div.→ 4.52

𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎
Shallow 7.74 1.68 4.12
Deep + Sto. Depth 6.68 1.84 3.80

𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡
1 level 1.88 0.68 4.35
2 levels 0.77 0.29 4.50
3 levels 0.41 0.06 4.53

QnA-based transformer, we study a shallow architecture (4 lay-
ers), a deep architecture (8 layers), and a deep architecture with
stochastic depth. For 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 , the degenerated UNet, we study three
down-sampling variations, of 1, 2, and 3 stages. In Tab. 4 we show
ablation results for the benchmarks on both datasets. We observe
that the best 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎 model is the deep one with stochastic depth for
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Fig. 4. Motion composition. Parts from a reference motion 𝑦, are composed
with the synthesized motion 𝑥0, according to a composition map.

both benchmarks, and the best 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 model is the shallowest for the
Mixamo benchmark. On HumanML3D, some of the best results are
attained by the 3 levels model, but its low inter diversity indicates
that it overfits, hence the shallowest model wins again.

6 APPLICATIONS
Single-motion learning using diffusion models enables various ap-
plications. In this section, we present several applications, all of
which are applied at inference time, without the need to re-train
the network. Application at inference time is enabled by both 𝑝𝑞𝑛𝑎
and 𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑡 . Note that the only current single motion synthesis work,
Ganimator [2022], requires a unique training procedure for most of
the applications that it facilitates, and uses a dedicated technique for
each application. Our diffusionmodel, however, facilitates numerous
applications with just a few techniques.

In the following, we choose to show motion composition, where a
given motion sequence is composed jointly with a synthesized one,
either temporally or spatially. Special cases of motion composition
include: in-betweening, motion expansion, and trajectory control.
Another application we present, along with its special case, style
transfer, is harmonization, where a reference motion is changed
such that it matches the learned motion motifs. Additional appli-
cations we present are one shot long motion generation and crowd
animation. The applications presented here are also demonstrated
in our supplementary video.

Fig. 5. Temporal composition – In-betweening. Both top and bottom show
results of the same input, introducing diverse outputs. The beginning and
the end of the motion are given by the reference sequence and can be
distinguished according to their faded tone. Observe that the beginning
and the end are identical in both sequences. The center of each motion is
synthesized.

6.1 Motion Composition
Given a reference motion sequence 𝑦, and a region of interest (ROI)
mask𝑚, our goal is to synthesize a new motion 𝑥0, such that the
regions of interest 𝑥0 ⊙𝑚 are synthesized from random noise, while
the complementary area remains as close as possible to the given
motion 𝑦, i.e., 𝑦 ⊙ (1 −𝑚) ≈ 𝑥0 ⊙ (1 −𝑚), where ⊙ is element-
wise multiplication. The network should output a coherent motion
sequence, where the transition between given and synthesized parts
is seamless. Moreover, the reference motion can be an arbitrary one,
on which our network has not been trained.

When using a binary mask [Avrahami et al. 2022], as the reference
motion 𝑦 deviates from the motion the network was trained on, the
blending between the given and synthesized parts becomes less
smooth. To mitigate this issue, we change the ROI mask such that
the borders between the given and the synthesized motion segments
are linearly interpolated, as depicted in Fig. 4.

We fix the motion segments that need to remain unchanged and
sample the parts that need to be filled in. Each step of the iterative
inference process (described in Sec. 3.1) is slightly changed, such
that parts of 𝑦 are assigned into 𝑥0 according to the indices of the
mask. That is, 𝑥0 ⊙ (1 −𝑚) ← 𝑦 ⊙ (1 −𝑚).

Temporal composition – use cases: in-betweening, motion expan-
sion. Temporal composition is the action of filling in selected frame
sequences. In-betweeining [Harvey et al. 2020], depicted in Fig. 5, is
a special case of temporal composition, where the filled-in part is at
the temporal interior of the sequence, and the reference 𝑦 is from
the same distribution as the learned motion. Another special case
of temporal composition is motion expansion, the motion domain’s
equivalent of image outpainting [Lin et al. 2021; Teterwak et al. 2019;
Yu et al. 2019], where the network generates content that resides
beyond the edges of a reference motion sequence. In the case of
motion expansion, the ROI mask is zeroed in the center frames, and
assigned ones in the outer regions. See Fig. 7 and 6.

Spatial composition – use cases: trajectory control, joints control.
Motion composition can be applied spatially, by assigning selected
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Fig. 6. Temporal composition – motion expansion. Both top and bottom
show results of the same input, introducing diverse outputs. The prefix of
the motion is provided by the reference sequence and can be identified by
its faded color. Note that the prefixes are identical in both sequences. The
rest of the motion is synthesized.

Fig. 7. Temporal composition – motion expansion. Both top and bottom
show results of the same input, introducing diverse outputs. The center of
the motion is provided by the reference sequence and can be identified by
its faded color. Note that the centers are the same in both sequences. The
initial and final time segments are synthesized.

joint indices to the ROI mask. In Fig. 8 we illustrate control over the
upper body, where the motion of the upper body is determined by
a reference motion and assigned to the target motion. The model
synthesizes the rest of the joints yielding a motion with the given
sequence in the upper body, and with the learned motifs in the lower
body. A composition can be both spatial and temporal, and all it
takes is an ROI mask where several frame sequences are zeroed, i.e.,
taken from the reference motion, and in the complementary part,
several joints are zeroed (see Fig. 4).

6.2 Harmonization
Given a synthesized motion sequence 𝑥0, we would like to integrate
a portion of an unseen motion, 𝑦, into it. The portion of 𝑦 can be
temporal, i.e., several frames, or spatial, i.e., several joints, or both.
SinMDM overrides a window in 𝑥0 with the desired portion of 𝑦
and denotes the outcome 𝑦0. Next, 𝑦0 is harmonized such that it
matches the core motion elements learned by our network, using a

Fig. 8. Spatial composition. Top: reference motion, unseen by the network.
Bottom: composed motion. The referenced sequence is warm-up, and the
learned one is walk in circle. In the composed result, the top body part
performs a warm-up activity, and the bottom body part walks in a curvy
line.

linear low-pass filter 𝜙𝑁 as suggested by Choi et al. [2021], via

𝑥0 = 𝜙𝑁 (𝑦𝑡−1) + 𝑥0 − 𝜙𝑁 (𝑥0), (5)

where 𝑦𝑡−1 is the noised version of the motion 𝑦 at step 𝑡 − 1.
Note the difference between harmonization and motion composi-

tion: Both assign parts of an unseen sequence 𝑦 into a synthesized
motion 𝑥0. However, the former changes the assigned part such that
it matches the learned distribution, while the latter aims to keep the
assigned part unchanged.

Style transfer. We implement style transfer as a special case of
harmonization, where instead of using a portion from 𝑦, we use all
of it. That is, we fully override 𝑥0. We use a style motion 𝑥 learned
by the model, and a content motion 𝑦, unseen by the model. Once
applying harmonization, the result possesses the content of 𝑦 and
the style of 𝑥 , as depicted in Fig. 9.

6.3 Straight-forward Applications
In this section we present applications that may require special
techniques in existing works, but require no special technique when
conducted using our model.

Long motion sequences. Our network can synthesize variable-
length motions, even very long ones, with no additional training.
Imputed to its small receptive field, the network can hallucinate a
sequence as long as requested. An example of a one-minute ani-
mation is introduced in Fig. 10. Note that no single motion current
work can generate an arbitrary length without retraining or using
an auto-regressive procedure.

Crowd animation. Although trained on a single sequence, during
inference SinMDM can generate a crowd performing a variety of
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Fig. 9. Style transfer is a special case of the harmonization application,
where a reference motion is adjusted such that it matches the learned
motion motifs. The style motion is learned by the model, and the content
motion is unseen by it. Top: one content, unseen by the network, is applied
to both styles. Left: a "happy" style, learned by the network, and below it the
harmonized result. Right: a "crouched" style, learned by the network, and
below it the harmonized result. Note that the character in both results is
using the exact step rhythm and size as the character in the content motion.

Fig. 10. Long motion. The learned sequence is a 10 seconds motion, de-
picting a person walking back, then turning and walking back again. The
synthesized motion is a 60 seconds sequence, depicting a person walking
back, and occasionally turning and walking back again.

similar motions, each sampled from a different Gaussian noise 𝑥𝑇 ∼
N(0, 𝐼 ), as illustrated in Fig. 11.

7 CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the use of diffusion models on single motion se-
quence synthesis and designed a motion denoising transformer with
a narrow receptive field. Training on single motions is particularly
useful in motion domains, where the number of data instances is
scarce. Particularly, for animals and imaginary creatures, which

Fig. 11. Crowd animation. Groups of jaguars, horses, and ostriches. In each
group, no motion is like the other, and yet they are all learned from a single
motion sequence.

have unique skeletons and motion motifs. The motion of such crea-
tures cannot be captured easily nor learned from the human motion
data available.
Our experiments on several datasets demonstrate that our light-

weight diffusion-based method significantly outperforms current
work both in quality and time-space performance. Moreover, our
approach allows the synthesis of particularly long motions, and en-
ables a variety of motion manipulation tasks, including spatial and
temporal in-betweening, motion expansion, harmonization, style
transfer, and crowd animation.
The innate limitation of our method, common to all models (in

all domains) that learn a single instance, is the limited ability to
synthesize out-of-distribution. However, the main limitation of our
diffusion-based approach is the relatively long inference time. This
is due to the iterative nature of diffusion models.
Finally, our work shows the competence of diffusion models to

learn from limited data, which contradicts their reputation for re-
quiring large amounts of data. Nevertheless, in the future, we would
like to address the single input limitations, by possibly learning from
available motion data of creatures with rather compatible skeletons.
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